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Please note that the order of service is subject to change at the leading of the (S)pirit

▲Means you are invited to stand in spirit or body.

Prelude Patricia Leftridge

Greetings + Announcements Stevie Rea

Welcome Stevie Rea

Opening Hymn “Enter, Rejoice and Come In” Patricia Leftridge

STLT (gray) #361

Chalice Lighting “In Our Circle Again” Cindy Stubblebine

by Shari Woodbury

Here we are in our circle again. A circle of vision and reflection,

A forum for deciding and empowering.

Here we are at the base of another bridge,

another space spanning the shores of today and tomorrow.

Beckoning us to cross the chasm, one day at a time.

Here we are gathered again at the cusp of the future,

at the boundary that holds community together.

We are here, in a circle of love and trust,

brought to this moment by a series of choices and promises…

by hope and gratitude… by our own shadows, faced and befriended.

With a servant’s heart, with a leader’s listening, with a parent’s love,

Truer than all our inner trembling,

let us model the health we seek for all and lean into community.

Somewhere out there, all we dream is possible.

Somewhere in here, we are sowing the seeds.

Story for All Ages “What is Stewardship?” Cindy Stubblebine

Recessional “Go Now in Peace” Patricia Leftridge
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Reflection Jeff Chamberlain



Joys+Sorrows+Gratitude Maureen Bauman

Pastoral Video “Draw the Circle Wide” Congregation Sing Along

Patricia Leftridge

Meditation Prayer “A Lifelong Sharing” Maureen Bauman

STLT (gray) #562

Love cannot remain by itself—it has no meaning.

Love has to be put into action and that action is service.

Whatever form we are, able or disable, rich or poor,

is not how much we do, but how much love we put in the doing;

a lifelong sharing of love with others. ~ Mother Teresa

Reflection Maureen Bauman

Offering Stevie Rea

Offertory Music “From You I Receive” Patricia Leftridge

STLT (gray) #402

Closing Hymn “Building a NewWay” Patricia Leftridge

STJ (teal) #1017

▲Commission + Benediction Reading #357 In Unison

by Edward Everett Hale

I am only one but still I am one.

I cannot do everything,

But still I can do something.

And because I cannot do everything

I will not refuse to do the something that I can do.”

Extinguish Chalice + ClosingWords

As we go forth, may we carry the flame of Love,

and Peace with Justice, until we meet again,

Blessed Be


